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Open Science to accelerate discovery
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An increasing number of funders is promoting Open Science

https://op.europa.eu/en/web/eu-law-and-publications/publication-detail/-/publication/9570017e-cd82-11eb-ac72-01aa75ed71a1
https://www.whitehouse.gov/ostp/news-updates/2022/08/25/ostp-issues-guidance-to-make-federally-funded-research-freely-available-without-delay/
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One of the key blocks in the Open Science model is Open Data

Promoting Open Science

Findable
Accessible
Interoperable
Re-usable

OPEN DATA must be:

https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/strategy/strategy-2020-2024/our-digital-future/open-science_en#8-ambitions-of-the-eus-open-science-policy
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https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/strategy/strategy-2020-2024/our-digital-future/open-science/open-science-monitor/facts-and-figures-open-research-data_en#researchers-attitude-towards-data-sharing
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Why Data Citation Index?
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Why Data Citation Index?

Research data is scattered across many subject specific and generalist repositories and can be hard to find.
Moreover, data from a single institution can be scattered across multiple data repositories.

So, there is the need for a standard search tool.



Gain a comprehensive view of worldwide research across the sciences, social sciences, and arts & humanities

Web of Science platform content
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20 million +
Records with funding data

137,000+
Books

14.5 million+
Data Sets and Data 
Studies

21,900+
Total journals in the
Core Collection

34,000+
Journals across the 
platform

109 million
Patents for over 
56 million inventions

Statistics as of October 2022

300,000+
Conference proceedings

196 million+
Records

Backfiles to 1900
With cover-to-cover indexing

2.2 billion+
Cited references

DCI was created in 2012



Why Data Citation Index?

• Quickly find data to 
validate studies or to reuse 
in your own work.

• Access a trusted reference 
of resources for depositing 
data. 

• Promote data sharing and 
citation. 

• Over 13 million datasets 

• Over 450 repositories

Discover and download data sets faster 

Over 95% of data meeting 
Data Citation Index’s selection 
criteria is open. 

>95%

Track citations to the data and 
software you have shared to 
demonstrate the impact and 
influence of your work.   

Save time searching for relevant 
data across hundreds of 
repositories and easily navigate 
between published papers and 
data sets.

Repositories are selected by 
Clarivate editorial team based on 
qualitative and quantitative criteria

9

Updated weekly
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Finding research data
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Existing associated data is indicated in Web of Science search results

Refine results for “Associated Data” to surface
articles that mention more specific data sets or
studies indexed in Data Citation Index.

• Exposing research data in search
results puts millions of data sets and
data studies directly into your
discovery workflow.

• Related data supports Open Science
by bringing more transparency to the
research process.

• Available only for Data Citation Index
subscribers

The Associated Data filter is
available in All Databases and
each database (only exception is
Derwent Innovations Index).

When searching Web of Science databases, you can identify papers with associated data indexed in Data Citation Index
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Access associated data from a document record

View all associated records in Data Citation Index

Click on the title to open 
the DCI record

1

3 Direct access to the data at the top

2
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Searching Data Citation Index
Data Citation Index presents a different indexation and thus different search options 

For a research field, you can use any of the following: topic, title, abstract, 
subject descriptors (subject descriptors are all the indexing fields outside 
of title, abstract or author keywords)

Search taxonomic descriptors in the 
thesaurus and add them to the query

Note that DCI uses 
a combined 

taxonomy from 
Zoological Record 

and BIOSIS.
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Searching Data Citation Index
Data Citation Index presents the powerful Web of Science options for exploring a body of information 

Several filters are specific to
Data Citation Index

Whereas data types are 
assigned by the repository or 
the depositor of the data and 

usually vary a lot from one 
place to another
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Searching Data Citation Index
Data Citation Index present the powerful Web of Science options for exploring a body of information 

Where the author's affiliation is available from the repository 
it is included in DCI records as provided by the repository

Web of Science categories are assigned 
manually for each repository 

The advanced search allows you to write 
a search with a series of field tags

Research areas or Subject areas 
constitute a classification scheme 

that is shared by
all Web of Science databases. 

http://webofscience.help.clarivate.com/en-us/Content/research-areas.html?Highlight=research%20areas
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Searching Data Citation Index
Reading a data record in Data Citation Index

Direct access to the data
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Research data citation
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Track citations to the data and software you have shared  
Demonstrate the impact and influence of your work 
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How do we count citations to data?

Citations from 
Repository 

curation

Informal 
data 

citations in 
literature 
full text

Formal data 
citations in 
literature 

bibliographies

The citation information is gathered from three 
main sources: 

• from repositories where available

• from formal cited references lists in publications

• from informal citations in the literature full text 
(captured from text of articles from life science 
databank accession numbers)
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How to cite research data? DCI provides a citation format based on the 
DataCite’scitation guidelines 

(https://www.datacite.org)

https://www.datacite.org/


Metadata elements for the DataCite citation guideline

Elements of a Data Citation
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DataCite is a leading global non-profit organization 
that provides persistent identifiers (DOIs) for 
research data and other research outputs. 

https://datacite.org/index.html
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Recommendations 
to cite data

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/08/Crv_WOS_Whitepaper_DCI_web.pdf
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/364fc65c-d653-11ec-a95f-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
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Why relying on Data Citation Index?



The repositories
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Started in 2012, with 50 repositories, DCI is now indexing +450 repositories and we are aiming to expand coverage.

Over 95% of the repositories in the DCI provide free access to content.

This shows the top 25 repositories by number of records in DCI

Master Data Repository List

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/master-data-repository-list/?
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Repository Selection & Evaluation

Repositories are selected by Clarivate editorial team, like journals are selected for the Web of Science Core Collection. 
The editorial team considers many factors, both qualitative and quantitative.

The repositories are globally distributed and provide quality control and editorial policies for managing the data. 
The repository must also show a long-term data preservation strategy and be actively updating content. 

Editorial Content

Emerging  topics
Active  fields

International Diversity

Among  Authors,  Editors,  Data Producers  
& Deposited  Data.

Data Citations

References  that  cite  the  data
References  cited  by  the  data

Publishing Standards
Persistence  and  Stability

Funding  Statements
Peer  Review

Age  of  material
Metadata  &  links  to  the  literature

The Repository Selection Process explained
Recommending a repository for coverage

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/essays/the-repository-selection-process/
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The geographical coverage by repository location
Researchers do not necessarily deposit their data in a local repository 

Over 1700 repositories 
identified; 50% acceptance



The geographical coverage by author address
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The records in the Data Citation Index span > 240 countries

This shows the top 25 countries by number of records in the DCI



Organizations represented
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Note that affiliation names are not unified in DCI (only in the Core Collection)

This shows the top 25 organisations by number of records in the DCI



Data coverage by Web of Science categories
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This shows the top 25 categories by the number of records in the DCI

Cultural heritage, language 
corpus, image collections, 
recordings…

Poll data, economic 
statistics, longitudinal data, 
national census, public 
opinion surveys…
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Data coverage by publication year

Although DCI indicates coverage from 1900, you will find 
records older than 1900. In fact, there is no lower limit to the 
year in terms of the data we gather; we index the whole 
content of the data repository irrespective of year.
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How do we curate data?

Our editorial team work on all the data from the repositories.

• As a result, improved records for Repositories, Data Studies, Data Sets and Software 

are added to the Data Citation Index.

• The DCI spans from 1900 and earlier, and includes all available citation data

Pick up 

descriptive 

metadata feed 

from 

repository

Analyse raw 

metadata

Add additional 

content and 

citation data
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How do we organize data?

We evaluate and select the best data repositories for content, persistence and stability, and
searchability. Data that we index is organized into three content types to enhance searchability and
discoverability:

• Repository: This resource consists of data studies and data sets and provides access to the data.

• Data Study: This is a description of the study or experiment with the associated data used
in the study. Includes serial or longitudinal studies over time.

• Data Set: A single or coherent set of data, or a data file, provided by the repository
as part of a collection, data study, or experiment.

• Software: A computer program or package in source code or compiled form, which
can be installed on another machine and used to support & analyze research.

SOFTWARE

+350K
DATA STUDIES

+1.5M
DATASETS

+13M+450
DATA REPOSITORIES

4 content types

Software
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How will Data Citation Index help you?
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Data Citation Index can help you

• Save time looking for data in one place  rather than searching across 

repositories

• Avoid duplication of efforts

• Reach more people, have greater impact

• Track citations and get recognition for the data and software you are sharing

• Promote the value and the importance of sharing data

• Provide a trusted reference for researchers of where to deposit their data 

• Preserve data for future researchers

• Validate attribution of single datasets by researchers

• Improve your research visibility and impact

• Align your strategy with Open Science

RESEARCHERS

LIBRARIANS

RESEARCH 
OFFICES



© 2022 Clarivate. All rights reserved. Republication or redistribution of Clarivate content, including by framing or similar means, is prohibited without 
the prior written consent of Clarivate. Clarivate and its logo, as well as all other trademarks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners and 
used under license.

For questions, contact:
WoSG.support@clarivate.com

mailto:WoSG.support@clarivate.com
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/webofscience-data-citation-index/
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